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Author Concurrent Session Topics & Descriptions 

 
STEAM/STEM, Makerspaces, Coding 

Books that focus on creativity and critical thinking skills are the foundations preparing our learners for the 

world they will dream about and then turn into reality. Authors on this panel will demonstrate the power of 

books that apply 21st century skills needed for real-world learning experiences. Books by these authors 

spark learners’ curiosity and inspire them to become makers, inventors, and coders. These books also 

encourage school librarians to try activities related to the stories  

Graphic Novels 

Kids love graphic novels but when book reports are assigned, graphic novels often are shut out of the list of 

accepted genres. Authors on this panel will share their stories and explain how graphic novels engage 

learners in active literacy experiences that increase reading motivation and achievement. These are not 

your parents’ comics! Panel authors will share why graphic novels are popular and how these little-known 

secrets can help learners love reading. 

Feeding the Soul/Cooking with Learners 

Authors on this panel will show the power of books that feed the mind and body. Food is a necessity and 

learning about our foods’ sources and how to prepare food is important at any age. Books about food 

and/or cookbooks contain science, math, social studies, and art, which combine into scrumptious foods 

learners take pride in making. These books help learners acquire life skills and - they get to eat their 

products! Authors who write books that focus on nutrition are prime ingredients for this tasty session. 

Keeping Learners Moving while Reading 

Joseph Addison said, “Reading is to the mind, what exercise is to the body.” This session will capture the 

essence of both topics. Authors will show the power of books that use movement to tell their stories. Books 

that use literacy to focus on movement are foundations for the growth of mind and body – in addition, it 

can be so much fun! 

Great Series to Motivate “Lost in the Middle Grade” Readers 

Learners are always asking for the next book in their favorite series. Why are they hooked? Series books 

keep learners returning to familiar characters and keep the conversation going. What is the secret to a good 

series? Authors on this panel will share their success.  

Books for Nonreaders 

Authors on this panel will discuss books with appeal for nonreaders including adventure, puzzles, science 

fiction, etc. Is there a reading gender gap? “Boys don’t like to read” – at least that is what many of us have 

heard. Let’s stop the myth! Authors on this panel have proven boys – and girls – enjoy reading a great book. 

We just need to show them what great writing looks like, and these authors are the ones to turn to. 

Using YA Lit as a Conversation Starter for Difficult Topics  

Sexual assault, mental illness, gun violence, suicide, and prejudice (of all types) are just some of the issues 

where teenagers have often felt silenced. Increasingly, these topics are coming out of the shadows and into 
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the spotlight due to social media and the national news cycle. Authors on this panel will discuss the 

importance of providing learners with books that give them a voice about these important issues.  

Helping Learners Become Readers and Writers 

Reading, writing, listening, thinking, and speaking – all of these literacies prepare learners to be great 

readers and writers. Authors on this panel will show attendees the power of the pen to entice the eye for 

the reader to encourage an enthusiasm for reading and the joy of writing. The skill is in the detail. 

Immigration in Children’s Books  

One of the most frequent and relevant subjects facing the world and impacting our youth is the topic of 

immigration. Authors on this panel have written books that reveal or describe the immigration experience 

from the view of children. Ideas for this session might demonstrate family separation, facing cultural 

differences, deportation, and the effects on family life. Authors take this delicate subject and weave in 

characters learners can identify with. 

Interactive Read-Alouds 

Meaningful and engaging texts allow school librarians and educators to use read-alouds to support lessons 

or themes for the classroom and school library. Authors on this panel will help attendees see how to utilize 

texts to demonstrate comprehension strategies, encourage discussion, and expand vocabulary among 

other benefits. Author panelists will empower attendees to create an engaging reading experience while 

fitting in higher level thinking skills, as well as the sheer enjoyment of reading. 

Nonfiction Books Learners Will Yearn For 

Learners love a good story, and they love them even more when they are true. Today’s nonfiction books are 

more than just facts and figures; they’re page turners that lead the reader to a greater understanding of 

their world, and the appreciation that truth is stranger than fiction. Authors on this panel will share their 

books, their research, and what makes a great nonfiction read.   

Using Literature as a Spark for Social Justice 

Our country is increasingly divided on difficult topics, and teens often feel that their voice doesn’t matter. 

How do we use literature to bring learners to a place where a book inspires teens to “be the change?” 

Authors will share their perspectives on how engaging literature can inspire teens to make a difference. 

Banned Books 

Schools face frequent challenges to books in all grade levels and learners say, “don’t tell me what NOT to 

read!” In this session, authors will share their experiences of being challenged – the what, where, and why 

– and the importance of the school librarian in the process.   

Diversity  

Authors on this panel will demonstrate the power of books that engage learners from various backgrounds, 

ethnic groups, and gender identifications. Session attendees will hear from authors who put themselves 

into their work to engage all readers. Authors for this panel will share how school librarians can provide 

material for learners to become partners in the conversation. 


